Aerial Data Collection Guidelines & Flight Planning

Here are a few guidelines that should help in transforming your 2-D photos to precise geo-referenced orthos/DEMs and keep
your processing affordable. We start with an example sensor and mission to show how the flight planning should be
completed to meet DroneMapper imagery guidelines so that you get the results expected the first time.

The Sony NEX-5 (example sensor) produces a 16 Mpixel format (4912 x 3264 pixels) image. The sensor size is 23.4 x 15.6 mm.
The pixel size is 0.0048 mm (this is important for setting up the photo collection).
The photo resolution on the ground or ground sample distance (GSD) = pixel size x flight height (AGL) / focal length. So for
example, let's say you fly at 200 m above the ground and you set the camera's focal length to 15 mm. The image resolution GSD =
0.0048 mm x 200 m / 15 mm = 6.4 cm per pixel.
The photo footprint on the ground is 4912 x 6.4 cm = 314 m by 3264 x 6.4 cm = 209 m. It is preferable to have the camera on the
UAV or aircraft oriented so that the 209 m axis is parallel to in-track and 314 m axis along the cross-track direction.
We recommend > 60% in-track overlap (75% is a good target #). So for this example let's say you fly at a nominal 13 m/sec. 75%
overlap in-track means that you move 52 m relative to the ground (75% of 209 m = 157 m; 209-157 m = 52m) and take a photo.
At 13 m/sec you need to take a photo every 4 sec. Depending on expected wind conditions and the actual UAV ground speed you
may want to adjust your photo interval faster to maintain adequate overlap.
We recommend at least 50% cross-track overlap (refer to the grid flight plan below). So for the example above your UAV flight lines
should be spaced no greater than 314 m / 2 = 157 m. Tighter flight lines are OK.
Image blur - a good rule of thumb to use is the camera shutter speed should be set at no lower than the time to move one half of a
pixel - 6.4 cm / 2 / 13 m/sec = 0.0025 sec or (1/400 sec). We see typical shutter speeds of 1/1000 to 1/1600 to make sure no blur
is in the photos.
Photos should be taken looking NADIR/straight down. Our software can process off-nadir angles of 5-10 degrees. Consider the use
of a stabilized gimbal to maintain nadir pointing if the UAV or aircraft can accommodate.
Camera set-up recommendations - Focal length needs to be fixed for all photos, auto ISO enabled and white balance disabled.
Camera needs to be time-synced with flight controller so that photos can be geo-tagged accurately. Optionally, use a GPS enabled
camera for redundant geo-tags and ease of time sync.
Please be aware that lighting conditions that cause long shadows and changes in brightness due to clouds, etc. can affect the ortho
and DEM quality.
Example cross-track overlap: 157 m

Grid Flight Plan:

Basic grid flight pattern at constant height (AGL) used for
low to moderate terrain variation.
Recommended image overlap:
> 60% overlap in-track (flight direction)
50% overlap cross-track
Note: Difficult terrains require higher overlap. For example
dense forests, snow cover, lakes, overlap should be 90% /
50%.

Double Grid Flight Plan:

Double grid flight pattern at constant or different heights
(AGL) for each grid used for moderate to severe terrain
variation (mountains, tall urban buildings, etc).
Flying at two different heights (AGL), one per grid pattern,
helps to resolve elevation variation over difficult terrain. It
is recommended to do the first flight (black) at the desired
GSD and the second flight (blue) at a GSD between 1.5 to
2 times the first GSD. For example if the first flight is done
at a GSD of 5 cm/pixel, the second flight can be done at a
GSD of 7.5 - 10 cm/pixel.
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Transect Single Pass Flight Plan:

Single pass transect flight pattern at constant height
(AGL). Geo-location and DEM reconstruction can suffer
due to lack of cross-track overlap. We recommend 90%
overlap in-track for this flight pattern.

Transect Dual Pass Flight Plan:

Dual pass transect flight pattern at constant height (AGL).
Geo-location and DEM reconstruction are greatly improved
with the use of cross-track overlap.
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Ground Control Points (GCP):

In the example above we used a number of ground control points (GCPs) to improve absolute geo-spatial accuracy of the data products
generated. On this golf course ortho example you will see a number of GCPs that were previously ground surveyed to an absolute x,y,z
accuracy of 5 cm. The street level picture on the left shows one of the GCPs being surveyed. On the ortho you will see 15 identified GCPs
of which 9 are circled with either red or yellow. We used the 6 red circled GCPs for the first processed data set (GCP coordinates used in
the processing of the DEM). The other 9 GCPs were used as quality control to determine the absolute RMSE error in x,y,z. The table below
the ortho shows the results for this case highlighted in light green. We see absolute accuracy in x,y of about 20 cm and elevation or z
accuracy of about 2 m.
A second case was processed using the 3 yellow circled GCPs in addition to the 6 red ones for a total of 9. The same accuracy analysis was
performed and the results are shown in the table highlighted in light pink. We see very significant improvement in elevation or z accuracy
(60 cm) with the additional GCPs used for processing. As our partners at CompassData, Inc. have said "Save your soul with Ground
Control".

